In this work we study cat maps with many degrees of freedom. Classical cat maps are classified using the Cayley parametrization of symplectic matrices and the closely associated center and chord generating functions. Particular attention is dedicated to loxodromic behavior, which is a new feature of two-dimensional maps. The maps are then quantized using a recently developed Weyl representation on the torus and the general condition on the Floquet angles is derived for a particular map to be quantizable. The semiclassical approximation is exact, regardless of the dimensionality or of the nature of the fixed points.
Introduction
Linearization of a dynamical system near a periodic orbit is one of the most fruitful starting points for the analysis of classical motion. In its turn, the symplectic group of linear Hamiltonian systems in plane phase space is easily quantized to form the corresponding metaplectic quantum group. Essentially, the generating function for the group of canonical transformations is simply exponentiated to obtain a representation of the quantum unitary transformation.
If the chosen orbit is a point of equilibrium, the corresponding linear system belongs to the homogeneous symplectic group, characterized by a single equilibrium, usually taken as the origin. Likewise, the Poincaré map in the neighborhood of a periodic orbit is linearized into a homogeneous symplectic map with discrete time. The essential character of the motion is classified according to the eigenvalues of the symplectic matrix M, that determines the evolution of phase space points x :
There may be (a) pairs of eigenvalues (λ, λ −1 );
(b) pairs of eigenvalues on the unit circle (e iθ , e −iθ ) (c) quartets of general complex eigenvalues λ ±1 e ±iθ .
On varying parameters, it is possible to obtain unit eigenvalues , or eigenvalue collisions, but the above classification is generic for a given symplectic system [1] . It is always possible to decompose such a generic linearized system into sub-systems in invariant subspaces of two dimensions, corresponding to cases (a) and (b) above, or four dimensions in case (c). Case (b) is the elliptic map, which is trivially integrable, whereas case (a) defines hyperbolic motion. This is also very simple in the linear limit, but can become a source of chaotic mixing as nonlinear perturbations are added. Alternatively, this effect is achieved by wrapping the plane space itself into a torus.
The resulting symplectomorphism of the torus is known colloquially as a cat map, characterized by a symplectic matrix with integer elements. A hyperbolic cat map is structurally stable, i.e. the orbit structure is invariant with respect to small nonlinear perturbations as a consequence of Anosov's theorem [1] . The same is true of a four dimensional loxodromic cat map with general complex eigenvalues in case (c). These structurally invariant systems are known as Anosov systems, they are ergodic and mixing.
It follows that four dimensions is the lower bound in which we can study loxodromic periodic orbits [1] , characterized by stable and unstable manifolds where the orbits spiral inwards and outwards respectively, and their effect on the quantum energy spectrum. This is the reason for their absence in all previous studies of the quantization of cat maps, though Greenman [2] has recently analyzed the periodic structure of higher dimensional classical cat maps. Dimension four is also the least dimension for the analysis of the decomposition of the neighborhood of orbits into elliptic and (real) hyperbolic components.
In some cases this decomposition is only local, because the canonical transformation that achieves it is not itself a cat map. Then the quantum quasienergy spectrum will not be decomposed into the corresponding lower dimensional spectra. In any case, all cat maps derived from each other as a result of similarity transformations involving other cat maps are equivalent: they have the same (classical and quantum) eigenvalues and the same number of fixed points. ( Note that, on the torus, a homogeneous linear map may have multiple fixed points. ) For this reason, we discuss in the next section the integer subgroup of symplectic transformations, nicknamed the feline group. For higher dimensions than two, we encounter the problem of a priori identification of a cat map. An alternative approach involves generating functions, of which there are several choices. However there is a great advantage to using generating functions that are invariant with respect to feline transformations.
In section 3 we analyze the dynamics of classical cat maps and classify four-dimensional cat maps, providing examples of various types. These examples are then quantized in section 4. They share a simplifying property that permits us to discuss the periodicity of the propagator and the exactness of the Gutzwiller trace formula, without analyzing the subtleties of general cat map quantization. This is the subject of section 5, where we determine the set of Floquet angles that allow the quantization of a given map; and study the feline invariance of the quantization.
Feline-invariant generating functions
A point in the even-dimensional phase space with L degrees of freedom on a 2L-torus has coordinates separated into L momenta and L positions, so that x = p q = p 1 , · · · , p L q 1 , · · · , q L . All the 2L coordinates are periodic with periods ∆q i and ∆p i . For simplicity we will treat the case where we can choose units so that ∆q i and ∆p i are all equal to 1. The range of values of x is then the unit 2L-hypercube denoted from now on by 2.
Let us consider then a linear automorphism on the 2L-torus generated by the 2L × 2L matrix M, that takes a point x − = p − q − to a point x + = p + q + :
In other words, there exists an integer 2L-dimensional vector m = m p m q , such that
2)
The components of m denote the winding numbers made by the point x − around the respective irreducible circuit on the 2L-torus after the application of the map M. The torus will be divided into regions labeled by their respective vector m. For the map to be conservative, the M matrix must be symplectic, that is
where M t is the transpose of M and
The matrix M must have integer coefficients for the 2L-torus to be mapped onto itself. For one degree of freedom ( L = 1 ) these systems are known as Arnold's cat maps [1] . If |tr(M)| > 2 the map has two distinct real eigenvectors, so it is ergodic, mixing and purely hyperbolic. For the case |tr(M)| < 2 there are no real eigenvectors, the map is then elliptic. For |tr(M)| = 2 there is only one real eigenvector and so the map is parabolic. For more degrees of freedom richer structure may appear, as will be discussed.
The set of matrices M satisfying (2.3) form the symplectic group, so that the matrix M ′ , obtained from M by the similarity transformation
is also symplectic if the matrix N is itself symplectic and shares the same eigenvalues as M. Indeed, we may consider the symplectic transformation corresponding to M ′ as the same as M, but viewed in an alternative symplectic coordinate system.
Consider now a product of cat maps; this must be symplectic and all the matrix elements will be integers. Since the inverse of a cat map is also a symplectic integer transformation and the unit matrix likewise, the set of cat maps is a subgroup of the symplectic group, appropriately nicknamed the feline group. Again, we may consider similarity transformations of the form (2.5) among cat maps M and N as defining essentially maps viewed by alternative symplectic coordinates on the torus.
The importance of defining equivalence classes of similar cat maps increases with the dimension of the torus. It is easy to define integer matrices and the a posteriori condition (2.3) merely restricts the value of the determinant to unity when L = 1. However, for L = 2, the symplectic property already implies ten independent conditions to be satisfied by the sixteen integer matrix elements. An alternative procedure, that we adopt here, is to define the transformation implicitly by means of a generating function, thus guaranteeing (2.3). The disadvantage is now that we need to ensure that the resulting matrix M has integer entries, leading to additional restrictions on the allowed generating functions (see below ) . Nevertheless, this approach has proved very fruitful, because the quantization relies heavily on the generating function, and not on the transformation matrix itself.
The generating function in position representation for the one degree of freedom case is [3] 
This function generates the dynamics through
Thus the quadratic part of the generating function is common to the entire torus, whereas the linear part depends on the winding vector m that changes discontinuously on the boundary of each subregion of the torus.
The weakness of the position generating function is that it transforms in a complicated way under feline similarity transformations. Only in the special case of a point transformation, that does not mix momenta with positions, will the generating function remain invariant. In contrast, the center and chord generating functions, are known to be symplectically invariant [4] . Adapted to the torus, we shall show that they can also be chosen to be invariant under feline transformations.
The starting point is to define the center point x and the chord ξ such that 9) so that the center
and the chord
Given the initial point x − ,
Elimination of x − , then establishes the direct relation between centers and chords:
Center and chord generating functions respectively denoted by S(x, m) and S(ξ, m) are defined in [4] so that the transformation is obtained as
In analogy to the dynamics in the plane, we may consider that use of the center representation identifies the orbit with the reflection (or inversion) through x, because of (2.10). Hence we shall also refer to x as the reflection point. The chord representation is locally equivalent to the uniform translation of phase space by the chord (2.11). Equating (2.14) with (2.16) and (2.15) with (2.17), we obtain the quadratic generating functions
where B and β are symmetric matrices; they are the Cayley parametrization of M :
If M has an eigenvalue equal to 1 then the β matrix will be singular. This corresponds to a caustic of the center generating function. Whereas if M has an eigenvalue equal to −1, then B will be a singular matrix which corresponds to a caustic of the chord generating function [4] .Some useful relations obtained from (2.20) and (2.21) are
The functions f (m) and g(m) are arbitrary, since they only depend on the winding number m, so they do not affect the transformation (2.14) or (2.15). However, the center generating function for cat maps can also be obtained directly from the map (2.2). This is a composition of the symplectic map on the plane M , whose center generating function is S 1 (x) = xBx, with the uniform translation T −m of vector −m that pulls back the final point to the unit cell 2. The generating function of such a translation is [4] S 2 (x) = −m∧x , also symplectically invariant. Then, using the composition law for center generating functions [4] we obtain the generating function (2.18) with
As in the plane case [4] generating functions are related among themselves by Legendre transformations. Thus, S(x, m) is obtained from the more familiar position generating function S(q − , q + , m) as (2.27) whereas the relation between the chord and center generating function is
In each case, the variable absent on the left side is eliminated by requiring the right side to be stationary with respect to it. The skew product in (2.28) ,
is the symplectic area of the parallelogram formed by any pair of vectors ξ and η. Then, using (2.28), for the center function with the term (2.26), we obtain the chord generating function (2.19) with
We shall label periodic points of period l as x l . Thus, fixed points x 1 are such that the chord ξ = 0, or the center x = x 1 = (M − 1) −1 m, which inserted in (2.28) leads to
There follows the restriction that the terms in S(ξ, m) and S(x, m) that depend only on m satisfy
The choice (2.26) and (2.30) obviously satisfy this criterion, but another possibility is
where we define the symmetric matrix
Using (2.33), we match the value of the action for a fixed point previously proposed by Keating [3] , for the position representation
In conclusion, the center and chord generating functions for multidimensional cat maps are
The corresponding generating functions for the transformation x + = Mx − in the plane are just S(x, 0) and S(ξ, 0). It is important to note that all the reflections of the torus can be obtained with center points whose coordinates are in [0, 1 2 ]. It would thus be possible to define such center points x ′ as
This choice would not lead to the explicit relation (2.12) with the winding number of the transformation, but instead As a consequence, the chords defined as in (2.11), have coordinates lying in the extended range [−1, 1]. Thus, center points differing by integer loops around the torus are equivalent and so are chords differing by two integer loops.
We find that (2.40) and (2.41) imply that, in (2.14) and (2.15) respectively, the winding number m is equivalent to:
in (2.14) and
in (2.15) . This implies that replacing m by m ′ in the generating function S(ξ, m) will lead to equivalent center points related by (2.40) . To obtain equivalent chords related by (2.41), it is necessary to replace m by m ′′ in the center generating function S(x, m). Performing the mentioned replacements we will obtain:
where
In this way we can restrict m to integer component vectors that lie in one of the two fundamental parallelepipeds
for S(ξ, m) (2.50)
where 2 is the unit hypercube that denotes the 2L-torus. Hence, the different orbits denoted by a given chord ξ are given by all the integer m lying in 3 ξ . The number of such orbits is independent of ξ, so taking ξ = 0, we equate this to the number of fixed points τ ξ , i.e.
The different orbits that have the point x as its center are denoted by all the integers m lying now in 3 x . The number of these orbits is given by the volume of 3 x which is
Note that the number of periodic points of period two is τ ξ τ x . For the matrix M to represent a 2L-cat map it must be symplectic, so that the map is area preserving, and M must have integer entries. Let us now translate both the conditions for the B and β matrices. The first condition implies that B and β are symmetric matrices, and any symmetric matrix is associated through (2.25) to a symplectic matrix. The second condition restricts the B and β matrices to have rational entries. Indeed, following (2.20) and(2.21) we will have
where B and β are symmetric matrices with integer entries and the denominators are defined by (2.52) and (2.53). It can happen that all the coefficients of the matrix B ( or β ) have a common factor that is not coprime with τ x (respectively τ ξ ). Dividing by this common factor the fraction in (2.54) ( or in (2.55) ) is reduced to the form
(2.57)
But not any symmetric B or β matrix with rational entries guarantees that the associated symplectic matrix will have integer elements. So we must find conditions on B and β for this to occur. The characterization of the matrices B or β requires that the corresponding transformation on the plane maps the points of an integer lattice among themselves. We will examine the case L = 1, as the extension for many number of degrees of freedom follows easily. There are two fundamental chords corresponding to fixed points on the torus:
leading to the fixed points:
Of course, there is also ξ 0 = 0, but this "plane fixed point" makes no restriction on the torus map. For the transformation to be a cat map, all the corners of the fundamental parallelogram 2 must be fixed points, so, for any integers r and s, there are integers m 1 and m 2 such that:
This is true if only if 2(Jβ + 1) −1 has integer entries. This condition is general for any degrees of freedom. Similarly, we find that 2(Jβ − 1) −1 having integer entries is also a necessary and sufficient condition for the corresponding M −1 to define a cat map. But , if M defines a cat map, so does −M with the associated chord matrix −B. Therefore, it is also a necessary and sufficient condition, for a center generating function to determine a cat map, that the associated center matrix B have the property that 2(JB ± 1) −1 be an integer matrix. Evidently we easily find a subclass of cat maps by restricting their Cayley parametrization to B (or β ) matrices of the form (2.54) such that det(1 ± JB) = ±1, ±2, then 2(1 + JB) −1 is an integer matrix.
Although the conditions on the symmetric matrices B or β to denote a cat map are not as trivial as the ones on the symplectic matrix M, it is simpler to find rational symmetric matrices that fulfill the condition on β and B than to find integer symplectic matrices. The fact that B or β are symmetric and of the form (2.54) allows us to find cat maps by sampling [(L) × (2L + 1) + 1] integer numbers. Otherwise, to fulfill the condition (2.3), needs a loop over (2L) 2 integer coefficients. To conclude this section, we verify the property of feline invariance for the chord and center generating functions. First, we note that, symplectic invariance in the plane [4] implies that under a symplectic coordinate transformation
But it is also evident that the winding number m transforms in the same manner: m ′ = N m. As far as the x dependent term in S(x, m), we thus find that the effect of the feline transformation is merely that of substituting B → N t BN , and similarly the change in S(ξ, m) is obtained from β → N t βN . The constant terms f (m) and g(m) in (2.18) and (2.19) are not invariant under a feline transformation in the form (2.33) that we have chosen to match reference [3] , so that it is preferable to use (2.26) and (2.30) when dealing with equivalence classes of cat maps.
It is important to note that, unlike the symmetric matrices B and β, JB → N −1 JBN and Jβ → N −1 JβN , under a similarity transformation M → N −1 MN . Therefor, the eigenvalues of JB and Jβ are feline invariant, just as those of M, and can thus be used to classify cat maps.
Classification of classical cat maps
The periodic orbits of cat maps have been studied in great details by Percival and Vivaldi [5] and also by Keating in [3] for one degree of freedom and their results were recently extended to an arbitrary number of degrees of freedom [2] . It is shown that a point on the unit 2L-torus is periodic if and only if all its coordinates are rational and any grid of points with rational coordinates is invariant under the action of the map. From (2.2) we can see that the periodic points x l of integer period l are labeled by the winding numbers m, so that
Here β (l) denotes the symmetric matrix associated to M l through (2.21). To have x l on the unit 2L-hypercube 2, m must lie within the parallelepiped formed by the action of the matrix (M l − 1) on 2. Hence, the number of integer points m is given by its hypervolume, so that the number of periodic points with period l is
According to (3.61) the periodic points of period l form a lattice in phase space with rational coordinates. The motion of any point x − = x 1 + δ − near a fixed point x 1 will be
To determine the character of such a motion we have to study the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix M:
The modulus λ k M indicates that the motion is stretching while the argument e iθ k indicates rotation around the fixed point
will also be eigenvalues of M.
The classification of the eigenvalues is possible in either the M, B, or β descriptions. Using (2.25) we obtain the relation with the eigenvalues of JB and Jβ denoted respectively as λ JB and λ Jβ ,
and inversely:
In this way, if λ JB is an eigenvalue of JB, then λ * JB , −λ JB and −λ * JB will also be. In the same way, if λ Jβ is an eigenvalue of Jβ, then λ * Jβ , −λ Jβ and −λ * Jβ also are. For cat maps with L = 2 the matrices M, B, and β will be 4 × 4 and we then have the following generic cases for the eigenvalues 1. Elliptic: there is a conjugate pair of λ M both on the unit circle and conjugate pairs of purely imaginary λ JB and λ Jβ . The first three cases arise also for one degree of freedom cat maps. The case L = 2 is the lowest number of degrees of freedom where not only elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic fixed points will appear, but also loxodromic ones. For more degrees of freedom no new cases will occur; there is only a greater variety of mixed cases. Nongeneric possibilities arise for any dimension for continuous families of systems [1] , but we do not know if there exists any corresponding cat map.
In the general case, the motion is the composition of stretching and rotation, but if the angles of the rotation are of the form θ k = implies that in the elliptic case only angles of the form θ k = i j π with j = 2 or 3 are allowed. This is an example of a rational restriction on θ k , that is, M j will be the identity map. This result is in accordance with Mañe's theorem [6] that two-dimensional symplectomorphisms are either Anosov or they have zero entropy. Nonetheless, irrational rotation angles do exist in the loxodromic or mixed cases for L > 1.
We now turn our attention to the classification of four-dimensional cat maps. Recalling that the characteristic polynomial for any k × k matrix A is
where the α n coefficients are given by the recurrence relation,
we obtain that for any symmetric matrix B (i.e. B and β ),
. There is a similar expression for P Jβ (λ), required when the center representation is singular,
For the symplectic case, we obtain
which is harder to analyze, so we will perform the classification of the different behaviors using JB or Jβ. Solving P JB (λ) = 0 using (3.73), leads to
whereas
We can now classify the different behaviors according to the feline invariants of the matrix JB or Jβ, the eigenvalues of the symplectic matrix M being obtained with the help of (3.65). In fig 3. 1 we find a complete classification of the different types of behavior according to the feline invariants of Jβ and the same arises for the invariants of JB. These invariants also allow us to obtain τ ξ , the number of orbits for any chord ξ,
or τ x the number of orbits centered on x as
Examples
We here show some examples of different types of cat maps. The examples are such that the β matrix, that denotes the chord representation, has integer elements.
The Hannay and Berry Cat
It is important to see that the first cat map to be quantized ( the Hannay and Berry cat map) [7] can also be treated with the formalism described here . For a 2 × 2 matrix, the characteristic polynomial reads,
For the symplectic matrix
, with the associated symmetric matrix
the number of fixed points is
and the eigenvalues of the matrix M hb are
The map is then hyperbolic.
The double hyperbolic case
Let us now study cat maps that have two pairs of eigenvalues both in the real axis, that is, maps belonging to the first quadrant in figure 3.1. The β hh matrix below describes this case, the associated symplectic matrix being M hh :
(3.83) 
The mixed case
We consider here the case where the eigenvalues of the map are of mixed nature, i.e. there is a couple of real eigenvalues and a complex conjugated pair on the unit circle. This corresponds to β matrices that belong to the third and fourth quadrant in figure 3.1.
One matrix of this kind is β eh1 , the associated symplectic matrix being M eh1 :
The invariants are det β eh1 = −15 and
Thus, the number of fixed points τ = exp i 2π 6
This example shows rotation angles that are fractional multiples of π, for which the dynamics are equivalent to that of hyperbolic systems with one degree of freedom . Another example of a mixed system is given by the matrix β eh2 , the associated symplectic matrix being M eh2 :
Now we have det β eh2 = −7 and β 2 = T r (Jβ eh2 ) 2 = 4. In this example there are no rotations with angles that are a fraction of π, the dynamics will then be ergodic and mixing in the whole phase space.
The loxodromic case
We choose now a β matrix that belongs to the loxodromic region in Fig 3. 1, for example β lox , whose associated symplectic matrix being M eh1 : There are no rational rotations, so the dynamics is ergodic and mixing in the whole phase space.
The double elliptic case
In this case, the eigenvalues are characterized by two rotation angles. An interesting feature is that the condition that the M matrix have integer elements, prevents either angle from being an irrational multiple of π. This restricts the dynamics to the trivial integrability observed for one degree of freedom systems.
In conclusion, any symplectomorphism on the 4-torus belongs to one of the following cases:
1. Ergodic on the full phase space (a manifold of 2 degrees of freedom). For the double hyperbolic, mixed or loxodromic cases with irrational rotation angles.
2. Ergodic in a 2-dimensional manifold . We have a constant of the motion, then the ergodicity is restricted to a low dimensional manifold (a manifold with L = 1). For the mixed or loxodromic cases with rational rotation angles.
3. A root of unity: that is, we have two constants of the motion. All orbits are periodic and have the same period for this double elliptic cases.
Simple Quantum Cat maps
Quantum dynamics is characterized by a unitary evolution operator, or propagator. It is possible to obtain the center and chord representation of an operator on the torus from its counterpart on the plane. This will be the way that we quantize cat maps, leaving the general construction for the next section. In some cases the quantum propagator denoting cat maps in the center or chord representation acquires simple expressions; in this section we will treat these special cases. More details about torus Hilbert space and its center and chord representations based on reference [8] are available in Appendix A. It is well known that torus quantization implies that the Hilbert space [H 
The center and chord representations are based on translation and reflection operators on this QPS as we show in [8] .
At a first stage we restrict our attention to those maps that can be quantized on the Floquet parameters χ = (0, 0). As we will see in section 5 this implies that the matrix M must satisfy
As we will show in section 5, if 2τ ′ ξ , defined in (2.57), and N are coprime numbers, a complete representation of the propagator is obtained having the symbol on a lattice of chords Ξ such that
where the components of Ξ are integer numbers up to N. So for any chord ξ there is an equivalent chord Ξ.
For the allowed values of N , the propagator for cat maps in the chord representation takes the form
where τ ξ is the number of fixed points of the classical map. For β matrices that fulfill the feline conditions, the symbol U 0 M (Ξ) must represent an unitary operator. In that case (A.39) shows that it must has the form
which restricts e
At first sight, the phase ϕ N (M) is only an unimportant global phase factor, but the interference of the different ϕ N (M l ) for the different powers l of the map will have a crucial importance for the density of states.
As ξ and Ξ are equivalent chords, the symbol U M (ξ) and U M (Ξ) are related by symmetry relations (A.31) so that
where S(ξ, n) is the action of the classical orbit whose chord is ξ and that performs n loops around the torus as defined in (2.37).
If we chose the symplectically invariant form (2.30) for the ξ-independent part of the chord generating function, instead of (2.33), we would have in (4.9) a supplementary phase factor e i2πN 1 4 n Jn = e iγn with γ n a "Maslov index" for the orbit. This observation is true for all the following quantum theory.
In the case of the center representation, for 2τ ′ x , defined in (2.56), and N coprime numbers, a complete representation of the propagator is obtained by performing a transformation to center points X that are integer multiples of
where the components of X are integer numbers up to N [8] . On these points the center representation of the propagator takes the form 12) where the last equality is obtained by imposing the unitarity ofÛ M and using (A.40). Hence, we define the angle ϕ
From the symmetry relations (A.34), we find that the symbols on the original points x are
where here S(x, j) is the center generating function, defined in (2.36), on a center point x for an orbit performing j loops. The cases above are then special cases where the propagator on the torus has the same form as its equivalent on the plane; thus, they are ideally suited for the comparison of classical and quantum motion.
To obtain the more familiar position representation of the propagator from its chord representation, we use (A.35),
While (A.36) allows us to obtain the position representation from the center one:
For the case of one degree of freedom, this leads to the Hannay and Berry propagator. As we will see in section 5, condition (4.4) is preserved for the different powers of the map, hence, if a map is quantizable on the Floquet parameters χ = (0, 0), all its powers also are. Furthermore, the propagator for M l has the form 17) in the chord representation, where β (l) denotes the symmetric matrix associated to M l through (2.21) and Ξ are points on a lattice of the form
As we discussed in section 2, lattices of rational points are invariant under classical cat maps. The denominator g of these rational points can then be used to label the lattice, i.e. there exists a minimal period l g under which all the points on the lattice are fixed for M lg . In other words, M lg , restricted to the mentioned lattice, is the identity. We will call l g the classical periodicity function of the lattice. As we can see in the appendix, torus quantization is performed on a lattice of rational points whose denominator is N . Under these considerations we find that the quantum propagator is also periodic.
It is now possible to define conditions on the matrix M and the dimension of the Hilbert space N under which U M reduces to the identity operator, i.e.
This is best seen in the center representation, where we have (A.38) in agreement with reference [7] for the L = 1 case. For any matrix M and for a given odd value of N , there is some smallest integer k(N ) such that
and in this way
In this sense, we may call the quantum propagator periodic with a period equal to k(N ) that we then call the quantum period function (QPF) although it is completely determined by the classical map through (4.22). Note that k(N ) = l N , i.e., the quantum and classical period function coincide for N an odd number, as we would expect. It is now easy to see that the N L eigenangles θ m of the unitary propagator U M are then restricted to lie on the k(N ) possible sites
The eigenangle spectrum may be related to the traces of the propagator
where d j is the degeneracy of the jth site defined by (4.24). The density of states,
is clearly invariant under θ → θ + 2π. Use the Poisson summation formula, leads to the trace formula,
which holds for all maps on the 2L-torus. Now, for the cat map, the fact that the propagator has periodicity k(N ) means that the density of states can also be written in the form [11] 
That is, the eigenangles are restricted to the sites α j in (4.24), with the degeneracy at the jth site being given by
This last equation then leads to simple expressions for several important properties of the eigenangle distribution; for example
(4.31)
It is important to note that the δ-functions appear explicitly in (4.29), because the propagator is periodic. The different powers of the quantum map in (4.29) contribute only to the finite degeneracies, not to the δ-function form of the trace formula. Moreover, for all finite N , only a finite number of these powers are required to determine the degeneracy at every available site, and hence give the whole spectrum. However, k(N ) → ∞ as N → ∞, thus more terms are required to determine the spectrum as the semiclassical limit is approached.
We now take the trace of (4.17), using (A.37), to obtain
where we recognize the action of the periodic orbits in the summation exponent, so
Note that m ∈ 3 l ξ implies that we are summing over the periodic orbits of period l. Equation (4.34) represents the Gutzwiller-Tabor trace formula [12] for the cat map, though we must note that, instead of being a semiclassical approximation, it is exact in this case. We must also note that the expression (4.35) for the traces of the propagator implies that in the expression (4.29) for the density of states, we have interference of the different phase factors e iϕN (M l ) for the different powers l of the map.
Examples :
We will now study some quantum features of the classical examples studied in section 3. All of them fulfill condition (4.4), so that their symmetric β matrix has integer entries. Then quantization can be performed for all odd values of N, for which the quantum propagator will have the form In the following, we will study the quantum period function for these maps.
We take cat maps of two degrees of freedom already studied in section 2. These include all the possible classical behaviors and we will study their effect on the QPF defined in (4.22).
The Hannay and Berry cat map
To compare the different types of behavior that occur for two degrees of freedom, it is important to present the already known QPF for the Hannay and Berry cat map whose symplectic matrix is M hb defined in (3.82). The QPF is shown in figure 4 .2, where we can then see that, although it has an irregular behavior as a whole, most of the points lie in families of straight lines which admit a maximum slope. Indeed, this indicates that there exists an increasing sequence of primes p such that p k(p) < C for some C independent of N. According to Degli Esposti et al [9] , this implies that the quantum map is ergodic and mixing in the semiclassical limit, within the definition of Von Neumann [10] . The average behavior of the QPF was established by Keating [11] and it is shown that in the semiclassical limit (N → ∞) log k(N ) N ≈ −2 √ π e 2 (log log N ) (log log log N ) (4.37) that is, the degeneracy grows very slowly with N. 
The double hyperbolic case
We now choose the symmetric matrix β hh whose associated symplectic matrix is given by M hh defined in (3.83). The QPF of this map is shown in figure 4.3. As we can see, the behavior is very different of that obtained for the Hannay and Berry Cat map. There are now families of parabolas instead of straight lines. The role played by N in figure 4 .2 is here played by N 2 , because there are here N 2 states for this system. We conjecture that this kind of behavior implies quantal ergodicity and mixing for two degrees of freedom systems in the semiclassical limit, although a more formal study of this conjecture will be realized in a future work.
The mixed case
We first consider the map whose symmetric matrix is β eh1 , defined in (3.84), whose QPF is shown in figure  4 .4. This is compared to β eh2 , defined in (3.85), characterized by irrational rotation angles, whose QPF is now shown in figure 4.5. There is a marked difference in the behavior between figure 4.4. and figure 4.5. While the former is very similar to the one obtained in figure 4 .2 for a chaotic one degree of freedom system, the one of figure 4.5. is close to figure 4.3. for a system of two degrees of freedom. The very different behavior, as was explained in section 3, is due to the fact that the classical eigenvalues λ rotation by angles that are a fraction of π. Then the behavior of the system will be equivalent a hyperbolic system with a single degree of freedom and it is ergodic only in a subspace. On the contrary, λ 
The loxodromic case
Let us now study the map denoted by the β lox matrix defined by (3.87). The corresponding QPF is shown in figure 4.6. The behavior is then similar to the one obtained for ergodic systems with two degrees of freedom. This map then manifests classical and semiclassical ergodicity on the whole phase space or the corresponding Hilbert space. Similarly to the previous example, we found that rotation angles that are a fraction of π behave similarly to hyperbolic one degree of freedom maps shown in figure 4.5. Figure 4 .6: The QPF for the double loxodromic map of two degrees of freedom, with irrational rotations, whose symplectic matrix is M lox , defined in (3.87).
The quantum feline group
In this section we present the general quantization of multidimensional cat maps constructed in section two. In a first step we establish the conditions for the maps to be quantizable and then we construct their center and chord representations, based on the formalism developed in reference [8] and summarized in the Appendix.
The classical automorphism generated by M in plane phase space being linear, its quantization on the Hilbert space [H R ] L ,associated to the Euclidean phase space, will have the crucial property that 
where we have defined the vector product of two matrices as the vector whose components are
We now restrict considerations to chords that perform integer loops around the torus, ξ = m, with m an integer vector with 2L components,i.e., chords that generate translations that are equivalent to the identity on the torus. We thus act on a given state of [H for any vector m. Now we chose n = Mm , hence, we find that
and we specify 2L independent integer vectors n = e j (j = 1, ..., 2L), such that each of them denotes one loop around one of the j-irreducible circuit on the torus. In this case e j Je j = 0, using the symplectic property of M (2.3), and the fact that J JJ = J, we obtain
we finally obtain (5.40) after straightforward manipulations.
In the case L = 1, (5.40) reduces to the already known result [9] , [13] ,
For two degrees of freedom (L = 2) we obtain:
Given M, there exists for each N a set of solutions of (5.40) such that χ ′ = χ. This Floquet set of parameters is determined by 
Operators defined through (5.51) inherit the unitary from their plane counterpart and we will call them quantum cat maps. The fact that the quantum symplectic map commutes with projections on the torus (A.17) leads to;
The unitarity of U χ M and (5.52) implies that
Having two cat maps M A and M B that are quantizable on the same Floquet parameter χ, implies that
that is, the quantization of the composition of different cat maps is equivalent to the composition of the quantization of each map. This shows that quantum cat maps form a group, the quantum propagator preserving the classical composition laws. This feline quantum group is at the same time a projection onto the torus of the metaplectic group and a subgroup of the classical feline group. It then follows that, for any power l, the map M l is also quantizable. The quantizability set of the map can be made independent of N if the inhomogeneous term in (5.40) vanishes. This will be the case for matrices M, such that
for any integer vector m. This condition is equivalent to
so that the allowed Floquet parameters are
In conclusion, the Floquet parameters are then denoted by the fixed points of the map (3.61). The QPS can thus have any of the fixed points of the map as its origin; without loss of generality, one can take χ = 0. For the one degree of freedom case (5.56) implies that the M matrix must be restricted to the family of maps even odd odd even or odd even even odd selected as quantizable by Hannay and Berry [7] . Let us now provide an explicit construction of quantum cat maps based on the center and chord representations of operators. We start with the quantization of the linear automorphism M on the Hilbert space [H R ] L associated to the Euclidean phase space. The linearity of the M map implies in the exactness of the Van Vleck construction of the propagator [14] . This propagator in the chord representation has the form [4]
where S(ξ) ≡ S(ξ, 0) is the chord generating function of the automorphism in the plane phase space. In the center representation, the Van Vleck propagator is We may now project these representations on the 2L-torus. For this purpose we must restrict our construction to the quantizability set of Floquet parameter χ defined through (5.49) and take the chord and center symbols of the projected operator. This is performed substituting (5.61) and (5.60) respectively in (A.41) and (A.42). Then we obtain the chord representation of the quantum cat map as an average over winding vectors:
There are various classical objects present in this formula. Recalling section 2, S(ξ, m), the chord generating function of the cat map defined in (2.37) appears in the exponent of (5.62). In the amplitude we recognize τ ξ , the number of fixed points of the map defined in (2.52), so that,
Similarly, for the center representation we obtain
where we recognize S(x, m), the center generating function of the cat map (2.36), and τ x , the number of orbits centered on x defined by (2.53), so that
Both (5.63) and (5.65) are representations of quantum cat maps of general dimension, showing that the quantum propagator is entirely defined in terms of classical objects, except for the term χ N ∧ m in the exponent that denotes the quantum features of the boundary conditions. However, we have to perform the average on m to make the representation explicit. Given that the quantizability set (5.49) only admits rational values of χ, (5.63) and (5.65) are Gaussian sums. The quantizability condition (5.55) for the map M is equivalent to the condition that the Gaussian sums do not vanish for L = 1. We do not know of a similar verification for L > 1.
In the following we will restrict our attention to maps that fulfill the condition (5.55), such that the inhomogeneous term in (5.40) vanishes. As we have already discussed, we can then choose χ = 0 without loss of generality. The quantum cat maps associated with these Floquet parameters will be denoted by U M . All the examples in section 4 are of this type.
We now use the periodicity properties (2. 
The average in (5.63) is then periodic, so that, we sum over one period and divide by the number of points in the period, to perform such an average. Hence, we must restrict m to the fundamental parallelogram 3 ξ defined in (2.50), where there are exactly τ ξ points m with integer coordinates: Since m belongs to 3 ξ , the sum in (5.68) is the sum over the different classical orbits whose chord is ξ. In a similar way, for the center representation the periodicity region is the parallelogram 3 x , defined in (2.51), that has exactly τ x points m with integer coordinates (2.53), so that
i.e. we are taking the sum on the different classical orbits centered in x. The expressions (5.68) and (5.69) have exactly the form expected for the semiclassical approximation of the propagator in center and chord representations respectively [4] , [8] but in this case they are exact instead of being a mere approximation. For generic cat maps, (5.68) and (5.69) generate Gaussian sums, but in some cases important simplifications are possible. Let us start, once more, with the chord representation. We have already seen that the matrix β has the form β =
, where the barred matrix has integer elements. The simplest case is when the cat map is such that the associated β matrix itself has integer entries. Recalling that ξ = 1 N ξ, we will transform to an equivalent set of chords, for which the values for ξ are even multiples of τ ′ ξ . So, for any chord ξ there is an equivalent chord Ξ, such that
where the components of Ξ are integer numbers up to N and the components of n are integer up to 2τ ′ ξ − 1. Equation (5.70) has solutions with the specified features for any ξ, only if N and 2τ ′ ξ are coprime numbers. We will then restrict N to be an odd integer. In this case, the chords Ξ in (5.70) form a lattice with spacing In the same way, the matrix B in the center representation has the form B =
Then we transform to center points X that are integer multiples of The above are then special cases where the propagator on the torus has the same form as its equivalent on the plane. These cases are then ideal to study quantization, as we have seen in section 4.
We will now discuss the quantum effect of a similarity transformation of the form
As we have already discussed the matrices M ′ and M represent the same map, but seen on a different frame of canonical coordinates. On the torus, we have to restrict both M and N to have integer elements so that the torus is mapped on itself. This restricts the symplectic similarity transformations to the feline transformations.
The main advantage of the chord and center representation in plane phase space is their symplectic invariance [4] . It is well known that linear classical canonical transformations x ′ = N x correspond to unitary
The effect of such a unitary transformation on the chord and center representation is merely
Because of the commutation of operator products with projection from the plane to the torus, the effect of a similarity transformation
performed by a quantized cat map on any operator A that commutes with 1 χ N will be purely classical in the center or the chord representations:
Thus the similarity transformation among quantum cat maps, reduces to the classical similarity transformation:
However, the quantum cat maps M ′ and M must be quantized on the same Floquet parameters χ. This imposes another restriction on the matrix N used to perform the similarity transformation, its quantizability set must include the Floquet parameter χ. That is M and N must belong the same quantum feline group.
For two quantum cat maps U χ M ′ and U χ M related by (5.76) and for all power l of the map we have
We have seen in (4.28) that the density of states and hence the spectrum of the system is uniquely determined through the traces of the different powers of the map. Then, (5.78) shows that U χ M ′ and U χ M related by (5.76) have the same quasi-energy spectrum.
We now show that the quantum period function is also invariant with respect to a feline similarity transformation, for the periodic case where we can chose the Floquet parameter χ = 0. Suppose that the QPF corresponding to U
For all points x belonging to the QPS, i.e., a lattice of spacing 1 N on the 2L-torus 2, we have
In the same way, for all points x belonging to the QPS 
Conclusions
In this work we have studied classical and quantum properties of multidimensional Cat maps. In a first step the classical study was performed using the symplectically invariant center and chord generating functions. They allow us to represent the symplectic matrix by a symmetric one. This is the basis for a complete classification of generic four dimensional cat maps. Clearly, the advantage of working with the appropriate generating functions will be even more pronounced for cat maps of higher dimension. Two degrees of freedom are sufficient to obtain all distinct types of dynamics. Loxodromic behavior appears as a new alternative with respect to usual cat maps with one degree of freedom. The quantization of cat maps was performed using the recently developed Weyl representation and its conjugate chord representation. The semiclassical approximation is exact whatever the number of degrees of freedom or the characteristics of the cat map. The spectral properties show the same kind of "pathologies " observed for systems with one degree of freedom. Through the quantum periodicity function, we have indication of quantal ergodicity and mixing in the semiclassical limit for systems that present this classical property. We must note that this is one of the first times that loxodromic behavior is quantized [15] .
According to Anosov's theorem, all cases of fully ergodic classical maps are structurally stable, that is, a weak nonlinear perturbation leads to a map whose orbits are topologically equivalent to the original cat map. The possibility of quantizing such an Anosov map is in no way restricted to one degree of freedom. In this way, one can obtain continuous families of quantum torus maps, corresponding to fully chaotic classical maps for each type of map ( doubly hyperbolic, loxodromic, etc.). These nonlinear maps will probably avoid the spectral anomalies due to quantum periodicity, as was verified for the case of a single degree of freedom [16] , [17] .
A The Weyl quantization on the Torus
In this appendix we develop the mathematical tools needed for the quantization of cat maps, based on our previous work on Weyl quantization on the torus [8] .
A.1 The Hilbert space of the torus
In a first stage it is important to treat the specification of the Hilbert space of quantum states, or prequantization, independently from the dynamics of the system. That is, we treat the quantum kinematics, corresponding to the geometrical description of phase space at the classical level. Just to simplify the notation we limit the presentation for one degree of freedom systems, since the extension for L = 1 is trivial.
A complete description for prequantization must include Bloch boundary conditions :
and 2πiχ p and 2πiχ q are fixed arbitrary Floquet angles; that is, the prequantization depends on the vector χ = (χ p , χ q ) whose coordinates are in the range 0 ≤ χ q , χ q < 1. Solutions to (A.1) and (A. 5) with the Hermitian structure
The identity operator in H χ N is obtained through
In analogy, the momentum eigenvectors
The bases are exchanged with the transformation kernel,
forming a unitary matrix (finite Fourier transformation). According to (A.4) the classical limit corresponds to N → ∞ .
We then see that positions and momenta form a discrete web on the torus, that we will call from now on the quantum phase space QPS in accordance with [18] . For the case of L degrees of freedom, the Hilbert space of the 2L-torus A.2 Projector of the plane on the Torus:
We envisage the existence of two Hilbert spaces, one associated to the torus, H χ N , and another, H R , associated to the Euclidean phase space, formed by the square-integrable distributions that we extend to quasiperiodic distributions. It is easy to see that H χ N is the subspace of H R that obeys the boundary conditions (A.1).We then define a projection of H R on H No confusion is made since we will always specify the number L of degrees of freedom we are working in.
A.3 Restriction of the translations and reflections to the torus
Projecting the translation and reflection operators on the torus we obtain [8] 
A.5 Relation between symbols
We shall now describe how the symbols on the torus can be obtained from their counterparts on the plane. The result is directly given for L degrees of freedom. Starting with the chord representation, the torus symbol at points ξ = 1 N ξ, where ξ is a 2L integer components vector, is calculated in [8] , so that 
